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The first European Strategy for Particle Physics (the Strategy), consisting of 17 Strat-7

egy Statements, was adopted by the CERN Council at its special session in Lisbon in8

July 2006. A proposal for the updated Strategy has been formulated by the European9

Strategy Group (ESG) during the five-day meeting in Erice in January 2013. The ESG10

was assisted by the Preparatory Group, which had provided scientific inputs. Those11

inputs were based on the material presented at the two-and-half-day Open Symposium,12

which took place in Krakow in September 2012, and on documents submitted by the13

worldwide community.14

This deliberation document describes the background information which leads to15

the Strategy Statements. For some organisational matters, suggestions to the CERN16

Council for possible modifications are formulated as well. The structure of the updated17

Strategy Statements follows closely the 2006 one: Preamble followed by two statements18

on General issues, four statements on High-priority large-scale scientific activi-19

ties, five more scientific statements on Other scientific activities essential to the20

particle physics programme, i.e. ingredients mandatory for the healthy development21

of particle physics, two statements on Organisational issues concerning the position22

of the CERN Organization in the context of the worldwide particle physics community23

and other European organisations, and three statements on Wider impact of parti-24

cle physics related to outreach and communication of physics results, knowledge and25

technology transfer to society and industry, and particular importance of engineering26

education. The last Strategy Statement, Concluding recommendations, concerns27

the update and implementation of the Strategy. Each Strategy Statement gives a short28

description of the issue followed by an action list in italic characters.29

Preamble30

Since the adoption of the European Strategy for Particle Physics in 2006, the31

field has made impressive progress in the pursuit of its core mission, elucidating32

the laws of nature at the most fundamental level. A giant leap, the discovery of33

the Higgs boson, has been accompanied by many experimental results confirming34

the Standard Model beyond the previously explored energy scales. These results35

raise further questions on the origin of elementary particle masses and on the36



role of the Higgs boson in the more fundamental theory underlying the Standard37

Model, which may involve additional particles to be discovered around the TeV38

scale. Significant progress is being made towards solving long-standing puzzles39

such as the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe and the nature of the40

mysterious dark matter. The observation of a new type of neutrino oscillation41

has opened the way for future investigations of matter-antimatter asymmetry42

in the neutrino sector. Intriguing prospects are emerging for experiments at43

the overlap with astroparticle physics and cosmology. Against the backdrop of44

dramatic developments in our understanding of the science landscape, Europe45

is updating its Strategy for Particle Physics in order to define the communitys46

direction for the coming years and to prepare for the long-term future of the47

field.48

The original Strategy adopted in 2006 was elaborated before the start of LHC opera-49

tions, while valuable operational experience is now available. There was no indication50

of the Higgs particle at the Tevatron. The international effort on the design studies51

for the International Linear Collider (ILC) was making steady progress, but there was52

no concrete indication of a country expressing strong interest to host the facility, and53

there was no conclusive prediction for the energy where interesting phenomena would54

appear: Thus, it was difficult to justify the construction of an e+e− collider. While55

various ideas on how to construct the next generation of long-baseline neutrino beams56

were being discussed, the value of the mixing angle θ13 had to be known in order to set a57

justifiable goal for new facilities. For those reasons, the Strategy was largely at the level58

of encouraging R&D in order to ensure the engineering readiness for making a decision59

when physics results would show the direction.60

It was foreseen that the Strategy be regularly updated at an interval of about five61

years. The timing of this first update was delayed in order to wait for the first physics62

output from the LHC data collected at 7-8 TeV centre-of-mass energies. The discov-63

ery of the Higgs particle with a mass of 125 GeV has made the investigation of its64

properties one of the highest priorities. Furthermore, sufficient experience in operation65

was gained such that credible luminosity upgrade plans can be formulated for both ma-66

chine and detectors. Several neutrino experiments have measured θ13, allowing to design67

the next generation neutrino experiments with long-baseline beams using the conven-68

tional neutrino production technology. Such projects are now being discussed in Europe,69

Japan and the US. Another development concerns the ILC, for which a Technical De-70

sign Report has been completed and there is an initiative by the Japanese high-energy71

physics community to host it in Japan, with the initial goal to study the Higgs particle72

in a complementary way to the LHC. In addition to those scientific developments, the73

CERN Council gained enough experience as a body coordinating particle physics in Eu-74

rope in order to consolidate the current organisational structure for implementation of75

the Strategy and its monitoring.76

General issues77

a) The success of the LHC is proof of the effectiveness of the European organi-78
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sational model for particle physics, founded on the sustained long-term commit-79

ment of the CERN Member States and of the national institutes, laboratories80

and universities closely collaborating with CERN. Europe should preserve this81

model in order to keep its leading role, sustaining the success of particle physics82

and the benefits it brings to the wider society.83

The leading role of Europe in particle physics, presently witnessed by the success of84

the LHC, relies heavily upon the underlying organisational model. At the root of this85

model is the existence of CERN, an international organisation running a world-leading86

laboratory, and coordinating a large community of strong particle physics communities87

all around Europe, working towards common scientific goals in universities, laboratories88

and national institutes. At the root of this model is the existence of CERN, a robust89

international organisation running a world-leading laboratory, based on a strong com-90

munity of particle physicists working towards common scientific goals in universities,91

laboratories and national institutes. DELETE This model is built upon a true spirit92

of collaboration at the international level. On a wider perspective, this also promotes93

the scientific culture and the European openness in society. As the scale of the frontier94

machines and experiments increases, the time span of large-scale scientific projects in95

accelerator-based particle physics, from conception to data analysis, extends over several96

economic and political cycles. Long-term planning and stability of funding, through the97

sustained commitment of the CERN Member States, the Candidate for Accession and98

Associate States, and of the national funding agencies, are essential to maintain and99

strengthen the present success.100

b) The scale of the facilities required by particle physics is resulting in the glob-101

alisation of the field. The European Strategy takes into account the worldwide102

particle physics landscape and developments in related fields and should continue103

to do so.104

The increase in scale of the leading particle physics facilities results in the decrease105

of their number worldwide and the globalisation of the field. The timely realisation of106

complementary large-scale projects in different regions of the world, each of them unique107

in pushing further one of the well-identified frontiers of particle physics, is essential for108

the global progress of the field, as well as for the preservation and the development of109

its key technologies. This Strategy thus takes into account this international aspect, by110

involving the leading particle physicists from all regions of the world in the discussion111

and by contributing with its planning to the optimal use of the financial and human112

resources available worldwide, with long-term benefits to particle physics.113

High-priority large-scale scientific activities114

After careful analysis of many possible large-scale scientific activities requiring115

significant resources, sizeable collaborations and sustained commitment, the fol-116

lowing four activities have been identified as carrying the highest priority.117
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c) The discovery of the Higgs boson is the start of a major programme of work118

to measure this particles properties with the highest possible precision for testing119

the validity of the Standard Model and to search for further new physics at the120

energy frontier. The LHC is in a unique position to pursue this programme.121

Europes top priority should be the exploitation of the full potential of the LHC,122

including the high-luminosity upgrade of the machine and detectors with a view123

to collecting ten times more data than in the initial design, by around 2030. This124

upgrade programme will also provide further exciting opportunities for the study125

of flavour physics and the quark-gluon plasma.126

d) To stay at the forefront of particle physics, Europe needs to be in a position127

to propose an ambitious post-LHC accelerator project at CERN by the time of128

the next Strategy update, when physics results from the LHC running at 14 TeV129

will be available. CERN should undertake design studies for accelerator projects130

in a global context, with emphasis on proton-proton and electron-positron high-131

energy frontier machines. These design studies should be coupled to a vigorous132

accelerator R&D programme, including high-field magnets and high-gradient133

accelerating structures, in collaboration with national institutes, laboratories and134

universities worldwide.135

e) There is a strong scientific case for an electron-positron collider, comple-136

mentary to the LHC, that can study the properties of the Higgs boson and137

other particles with unprecedented precision and whose energy can be upgraded.138

The Technical Design Report of the International Linear Collider (ILC) has been139

completed, with large European participation. The initiative from the Japanese140

particle physics community to host the ILC in Japan is most welcome, and Eu-141

ropean groups are eager to participate. Europe looks forward to a proposal from142

Japan to discuss a possible participation.143

f) Rapid progress in neutrino oscillation physics, with significant European in-144

volvement, has established a strong scientific case for a long-baseline neutrino145

programme exploring CP violation and the mass hierarchy in the neutrino sector.146

CERN should develop a neutrino programme to pave the way for a substan-147

tial European role in future long-baseline experiments. Europe should explore148

the possibility of major participation in leading neutrino projects in the US and149

Japan.150

The Strategy has to strive for a balance between maintaining the diversity of the sci-151

entific programme, which is vital for the field since a breakthrough often emerges in152

unexpected areas, and setting priorities since the available resources are limited. As153

already described, large-scale particle physics activities require substantial investment154

of human and financial resources for an extended period. Although many of these activ-155

ities are important for particle physics, they require careful planning and prioritisation156

in the international context. Out of the many motivated proposals put forward by the157

community and described in the Briefing Book, only four activities have been identified158

as carrying the highest priority.159
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The key question of particle physics that should receive soon a definite answer was160

already identified by the 2006 Strategy: Whether the Standard Model of strong and elec-161

troweak interactions, with its minimal realisation of the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism162

of electroweak gauge symmetry breaking and the modifications required to account for163

neutrino oscillations, is a valid description up to energy scales much higher than the TeV164

scale, or is modified by the presence of new particles at energies accessible to present165

and future high-energy colliders.166

Today, some essential milestones along these lines have already been reached: First,167

and most important, a new boson with mass near 125 GeV has been discovered, com-168

patible with the scalar particle of the Standard Model within the present experimental169

errors; second, many particles, suggested by motivated extensions of the Standard Model170

with or without supersymmetry, have been excluded well beyond the previous LEP and171

Tevatron limits; finally, several new precision tests have confirmed the Standard Model172

description of flavour mixing and CP violation in the quark sector and established addi-173

tional strong indirect constraints on possible new physics at the TeV scale and beyond.174

On the one hand, the net result of all this is an impressive consolidation of the175

Standard Model of strong and electroweak interactions, with the technical possibility of176

extending its validity to scales much higher than the TeV scale. The simplest attempts177

to modify the Standard Model at the TeV scale, for example TeV-scale supersymmetry178

or partial compositeness, in order to correct some of its perceived theoretical weaknesses179

have started to be seriously challenged. On the other hand, there is strong evidence that180

the Standard Model must be modified, with the introduction of new particles and inter-181

actions, at some energy scale. Such evidence comes from studies of neutrino oscillations,182

dark matter, the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe, the need to eventually183

incorporate quantum gravity and a model for cosmological inflation. Also, there are184

good indications that some of these modifications could take place in the vicinity of the185

TeV scale. Firstly, the theoretical concept of naturalness suggests that the validity of the186

Standard Model cannot extend much beyond the mass of its scalar particle. Secondly,187

weakly interacting particles with masses close to the TeV scale are among the leading188

candidates for dark matter. Moreover, the unification of gauge couplings at a very high189

energy scale can be achieved with supersymmetric spectra different from those of the190

simplest models and compatible with the present LHC bounds.191

When facing this puzzle, it should be kept in mind that the exploration of the TeV192

scale and its vicinity is just the beginning. The completion of this exploration, which193

may end up either with the discovery or with the firm exclusion of new physics near the194

TeV scale, will require additional decades of efforts at the LHC and new facilities. These195

additional investigations are essential because each of their possible eventual outcomes196

will deeply affect our view of the fundamental laws and of symmetries in Nature. The197

main physics goals are clear: 1) push further the tests of the Standard Model at the198

energy frontier, in particular by measuring the properties of the newly- discovered Higgs199

particle and of the longitudinal components of the massive vector bosons with the highest200

possible precision, with the aim of establishing whether there are any deviations from201

the Standard Model predictions; 2) check whether the Higgs particle is accompanied202
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by other new particles at the TeV scale, which could play a role in the global picture203

of electroweak symmetry breaking or in the solution of the dark matter puzzle. As204

reflected in three of the four high-priority activities, both hadron and lepton colliders at205

the high-energy frontier can play essential and complementary roles in this quest.206

In the next decade, the LHC is the unique machine where this physics programme207

can be pursued. Running at its design energy and luminosity until about 2021, the LHC208

should deliver an integrated luminosity of about 300 fb−1 to the ATLAS and CMS exper-209

iments. By then, many replacements to the machine and the detectors will be required210

to continue operations. A series of improvements to the machine and the detectors would211

allow the collection of high-quality data amounting to ten times more integrated lumi-212

nosity by around 2030. A strong scientific case for this High-Luminosity upgrade of the213

LHC (HL-LHC), which builds upon a machine and on detectors already validated by214

real operations, is already in place. Profiting from the tenfold increase in statistics and215

from improved detectors, ATLAS and CMS will have access to rare production modes216

and rare decay channels of the Higgs boson, will significantly improve the precision in217

the measurement of many of the Higgs couplings, will study its self-coupling via double218

Higgs production, and will test possible deviations from the Standard Model predictions219

in the scattering of longitudinal massive vector bosons. High-luminosity will also provide220

additional opportunities for the searches for new physics, and the proposed upgrades of221

the LHCb and ALICE experiments will push further the studies of flavour physics in222

the quark sector and of the quark-gluon plasma. In conclusion, the full exploitation of223

the LHC potential, including the high-luminosity upgrade of the machine and of the224

detectors, is identified as Europe’s highest scientific priority.225

CERN, today’s world-leading laboratory at the high-energy frontier, is Europe’s226

greatest asset in particle physics. Pushing further the high-energy frontier has been227

indispensable for tackling many of the most exciting questions in particle physics, and228

it is likely to remain so in the future. To stay at the forefront of particle physics,229

Europe needs to be in a position to propose an ambitious post-LHC accelerator project230

at CERN by the time of the next Strategy update. The process to prepare for future231

decision making on the next large project at CERN has to be started now, although the232

physics output of the 2015-2017 full-energy run of the LHC is essential for a decision.233

There are two most promising lines of development towards the new high-energy frontier234

after the LHC - proton-proton and electron-positron colliders. They both need focused235

design studies and vigorous accelerator R&D with adequate resources, in collaborations236

involving CERN and national institutes, universities and laboratories worldwide. The237

Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is an electron-positron machine based on a novel two-238

beam acceleration technique, which could reach in stages a centre-of-mass energy up239

to 3 TeV, and for which a Conceptual Design Report exists. Possible proton-proton240

machines of higher energy than the LHC include HE-LHC, roughly doubling the design241

LHC centre-of-mass energy in the present tunnel, and V-LHC, aimed at reaching up242

to 100 TeV in a new circular 80km tunnel. Such a large tunnel would also allow to243

host a suggested circular electron-positron machine (TLEP) that could reach energies244

up to 350 GeV with high luminosity. In parallel with the required design studies for245
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the above-mentioned projects, the crucial R&D activities for assessing their feasibility246

include those on high-gradient accelerating structures in the case of CLIC, and those247

on high-field magnets in the case of HE-LHC and V-LHC. Besides this focused R&D,248

Europe should also pursue accelerator R&D programmes aimed at a broader scientific249

community. In this regard, the TIARA project, which aims at developing a distributed250

Test Infrastructure and Accelerator Research Area in Europe, could play an important251

role.252

There is a strong scientific case for an electron-positron collider that could initially253

study the Higgs properties with high precision, in a way complementary to the LHC, and254

be later upgraded to higher energy. Already at energies around 250 GeV, such a machine255

could perform precise and model-independent measurements of the Higgs branching256

ratios, with sensitivity to most decay modes at the percent level. At energies around257

350 GeV, such a machine could perform precision tests of the top quark properties. At258

energies of 500 GeV and higher, such a machine could explore further Higgs properties,259

for example the coupling to the top quark, the self-coupling and the total width. It could260

also search for colour-neutral new particles, for example some dark matter candidates261

that may have escaped detection at the LHC. If the ILC were to be built in Japan262

with a substantial contribution from Japan, it would open a new window of opportunity263

in particle physics. European groups have already made several crucial contributions264

to the recently-completed Technical Design Report and there is a strong interest in265

participating in the ILC project. Until now, it is the Japanese high-energy physics266

community that has expressed unanimous support to host the ILC in Japan. However,267

much progress on the political side has been reported to the ESG meetings. Europe268

should be prepared for the case in which the Japanese government approaches Europe269

with a clear plan for hosting the ILC in Japan.270

The recent discovery of a new type of neutrino oscillations makes a strong case for a271

long-baseline neutrino programme capable of determining the mass hierarchy, exploring272

a good fraction of the parameter space for CP violation in the neutrino sector and mea-273

suring more precisely the oscillation parameters. Measurements of the mixing angle θ13274

by the reactor neutrino experiments, in particular Daya Bay and RENO, indicate that275

experiments with an accelerator neutrino beam produced by conventional method can276

make significant progress. Europe is at the forefront of some neutrino detector R&D par-277

ticularly suited for the accelerator studies of neutrino oscillations. It would be important278

to reconstitute an activity in neutrino physics at CERN, to provide technical expertise,279

support and focus for Europe to play a leading role in the forthcoming experiments. The280

overall cost of a long baseline neutrino project, including detector, experimental area and281

beam line, would be substantial. Therefore, such an experiment must be realised in the282

global context, where accelerator-based long-baseline neutrino oscillation projects with283

similar goals have already been proposed in the US and in Japan.284

Many other large-scale scientific activities with solid motivations have been proposed285

for the present Strategy. But, they were not included among the top four priorities, on286

the bases of the state of particle physics at the time of this Strategy update, the balance287

between the required human and financial resources and the expected availabilities, the288
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time scale and compatibility with other projects and technological maturity. Promi-289

nent examples are the LHeC, LEP3, photon-photon colliders, and muon colliders. The290

LHeC is a large electron-proton (-ion) collider, obtainable by adding an electron beam291

to the LHC, for which a Conceptual Design Report exists. It would go much beyond the292

previous machine for high-energy lepton-hadron scattering, HERA, both in kinematic293

reach and in luminosity. It would be mostly relevant for studies of the strong inter-294

action. LHeC-related technological studies of the possibility energy recovery from the295

spent electron beam could be useful also for other future accelerators. LEP3, for which296

only a preliminary study exists so far, stands for a circular electron-positron collider in297

the existing LEP/LHC tunnel, with centre-of-mass energy roughly 15% higher than the298

maximum one reached by LEP, but with potentially much higher luminosity. It could299

perform high-precision studies of Higgs boson and weak boson properties that do not300

require higher energies, with the existing ATLAS and CMS detectors. An advantage301

would be the cost saving from the use of existing tunnel and detectors and the main302

disadvantage would be the impossibility of upgrading the machine to higher energies. Al-303

ternative Higgs-factories proposed for the present Strategy are photon-photon colliders,304

built from high-energy electron beams and very intense laser beams, and muon collid-305

ers, with possible synergies with a neutrino factory and long-term prospects towards306

multi-TeV colliders, but both concepts are still very far from technological maturity.307

Other scientific activities essential to the particle physics programme308

g) Theory is a strong driver of particle physics and provides essential input to309

experiments, witness the major role played by theory in the recent discovery310

of the Higgs boson, from the foundations of the Standard Model to detailed311

calculations guiding the experimental searches. Europe should support a diverse,312

vibrant theoretical physics programme, ranging from abstract to applied topics,313

in close collaboration with experiments and extending to neighbouring fields314

such as astroparticle physics and cosmology. Such support should extend also to315

high-performance computing and software development.316

The community of theoretical particle physicists is global and well connected. An im-317

portant hub for theoretical particle physics in Europe is the Theory Unit at the CERN318

Laboratory, which, besides conducting forefront research, provides a meeting point for319

the worldwide community, and a natural interaction point between theorists and exper-320

imentalists. In parallel to their research activity, theorists also play a crucial role in the321

training of students, both theoretical and experimental.322

Calculation-intensive areas such as precision phenomenology at colliders, lattice field323

theory or the development of Monte-Carlo event generators and other software tools re-324

quire long time scales to give results. This might be a handicap for the career of theorists325

involved in these challenging activities, especially in the early stages of their research.326

It would be important to find suitable frameworks (e.g., longer post-doctoral appoint-327

ments) to evaluate and fund these activities, and to ensure adequate career prospects328

for the researchers involved.329
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For what concerns EU funding, individual grant schemes such as ERC grants and330

Marie-Curie Fellowships are well suited to the needs of the theory community. However,331

some other EU funding schemes, for example the Initial Training Networks, with their332

emphasis on the training of pre-doctoral researchers and the requirement of private-sector333

involvement, or the large actions linked to EU ”strategic” areas, are not particularly334

suited for particle theory. A more flexible format for the EU funding actions, allowing335

particle theory to compete on a level field with the other disciplines, would be highly336

desirable.337

The shifts in the paradigms induced by the steady production of new results by the338

LHC experiments will require a higher investment in theory than before to prepare the339

input for future strategic decisions.340

h) Experiments studying quark flavour physics, investigating dipole moments,341

searching for charged-lepton flavour violation and performing other precision342

measurements at lower energies, such as those with neutrons, muons and an-343

tiprotons, may give access to higher energy scales than direct particle production344

or put fundamental symmetries to the test. They can be based in national labo-345

ratories, with a moderate cost and smaller collaborations. Experiments in Europe346

with unique reach should be supported, as well as participation in experiments347

in other regions, especially Japan and the US.348

In the search for new physics, precision measurements are truly complementary to the349

direct search of new particles at the energy frontier. In the past, they made essential350

contributions to establishing the Standard Model. Studies of kaon and hyperon decays351

led to establishment not only the flavour mixing, but also the family structure and352

the existence of the third family in the quark sector, well before their confirmation by353

the discovery of new particles. Studies of b-hadrons have extended further this line of354

research. The two B-factory experiments, Babar in the US and Belle in Japan, showed355

that the Standard Model mechanism is largely responsible for the observed CP violation356

phenomena in particle physics. It also shows that the energy scale for the violation of357

flavour symmetry is well above those accessible by the high-energy frontier accelerators358

of the foreseeable future. More recently, the LHCb experiment at the LHC has started359

to restrict severely the allowed parameter spaces for various models of supersymmetry,360

and BES III at IHEP (China) is improving the statistics on charm hadrons. Most of the361

measurements by the LHCb experiment are still statistically limited and their precision362

will further improve during the coming data taking runs since the b-b cross-section is363

expected to be almost a factor of two larger at
√
s = 14 TeV compared to that at 7 TeV.364

The experiment has an upgrade plan to boost its statistics by an order of magnitude365

toward the end of this decade. At KEK in Japan, the KEKB storage rings and the Belle366

detector are undergoing their upgrade plan with an aim to collect almost two orders of367

magnitude more data than what was collected by the Belle experiment. The data taking368

is expected to start in 2016. In addition, various K → πνν experiments are under369

preparation and being considered at CERN, FNAL (the US) and JPARC (Japan).370
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Neutrino mixing shows that the flavour quantum number is also not conserved in371

the lepton sector. However, the resulting flavour-number violation in the charged-lepton372

sector is far too small to be experimentally measurable. In most of new physics mod-373

els, a large enhancement in the lepton flavour violation in the charged-lepton sector is374

expected, and the recent progress by the MEG experiment at PSI (Switzerland) search-375

ing for µ → eγ decays starts to probe an interesting region of the parameter space of376

new physics models. In order to reach a sensitivity of 10−14 in the branching fraction,377

MEG is planning for a detector upgrade. Experiments to improve the current limit on378

other interesting processes with muons are being planned at FNAL, JPARC and PSI.379

In the long-term future, the Project-X at FNAL and the JPARC upgrade could signif-380

icantly improve those measurements. In the τ lepton sector, many interesting τ lepton381

flavour violating processes have been studied by Babar, Belle and LHCb, and those mea-382

surements will be further improved by LHCb (and its upgrade) and Belle II at KEK.383

Combination of µ and τ studies can provide further constraints on possible new physics384

models.385

The muon anomalous magnetic moment is currently measured with an experimental386

accuracy of 0.5 ppm and shows a 3.2σ deviation from the Standard Model calculations.387

This has generated large interest in interpreting the deviation as the contribution from388

physics beyond the Standard Model. Note that the theoretical contribution to the uncer-389

tainty is almost as large as that from experiment. A new experiment is being considered390

at FNAL and in a longer time scale also at JPARC.391

Another important aspect of precision measurements is the test of fundamental sym-392

metries. A permanent electric dipole moment (EDM) of a fundamental particle violates393

parity and time reversal symmetries. The Standard Model contribution is calculated394

to be far too small to be detected by any foreseeable future experiments. The searches395

for EDM range from neutrons, diamagnetic atoms, paramagnetic atoms, molecules, pro-396

tons, deuterons, muons to electrons. For some new physics models, the current limits on397

EDM already put the energy threshold to be 10 to 100 TeV. The next generation of the398

experiments are being planned for the neutron EDM at ILL (France), PNPI (Russia),399

FRM-2 (Germany), PSI and few other places. For other particles, many more projects400

are being planned at various national laboratories and at university institutes.401

Antimatter studies using in particular anti-protons produced at CERN are testing402

fundamental symmetries such as the equivalence principle or the existence of additional403

forces using anti-hydrogen atoms.404

It is important to note that these activities are with a moderate cost and most of405

them are conducted at different national laboratories worldwide. Although the scale of406

the detectors is smaller than those for the general purpose detectors at LHC, they adopt407

the state-of-the-art technology and contribute significantly to the detector R&D effort.408

Those experiments are addressing the most fundamental questions and small groups can409

make a significant contribution. Continuous encouragement and support for competitive410

projects in this field are essential to maintain the diversity of the field.411

i) The success of particle physics experiments, such as those required for the412

high-luminosity LHC, relies on innovative instrumentation, state-of-the-art infras-413
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tructures and large-scale data-intensive computing. Detector R&D programmes414

should be supported strongly at CERN, national institutes, laboratories and uni-415

versities. Infrastructure and engineering capabilities for the R&D programme and416

construction of large detectors, as well as infrastructures for data analysis, data417

preservation and distributed data-intensive computing should be maintained and418

further developed.419

A high level of engineering expertise, special technical skills, and elaborate and large-420

scale infrastructure for design, construction and operation of complex detector systems421

are required to conduct state-of-the-art particle physics experiments. The development422

of better and more sophisticated detectors is a key for the success of all future exper-423

iments. Progress in particle physics relied in the past on detector innovation and will424

continue so for future projects. Steps have to be undertaken to maintain the capability425

of innovative detector R&D at CERN, national institutes, laboratories and university426

institutes. With increasing complexity and cost for R&D on detectors and associated427

electronics, coordinated R&D becomes essential. Establishing R&D consortia and global428

technological platforms would be of invaluable help for optimising the financial and hu-429

man resources. In addition, the development of novel detectors always necessitates the430

use of test beams and irradiation facilities. CERN and other national laboratories must431

provide these facilities including the technical support, the expertise and the excellent432

conditions of the infrastructure and beam instrumentation.433

For the upgrade of existing and the construction of future large experiments, the434

roles of national laboratories and universities with large construction capabilities are435

absolutely crucial and these institutions should assure that the required expertise and436

infrastructures are preserved and maintained at the state-of-the-art level. Bringing-in437

and training of the next generation of young talented researchers able to cope with438

the future challenges in instrumentation and later taking responsibilities in leading the439

design and execution of large complex instruments is a must to maintain the vitality of440

particle physics and for the construction of future large projects. For this reason it is441

highly fruitful to encourage a plan that allows equal career prospects at the universities442

for both students and professors working on instrumentation and on physics analysis.443

Particle physics relies also heavily on advances in computing in order to record and444

handle the large amount of data generated by modern experiments, to model the physics445

processes and to simulate the interactions of particles in the detectors. The rapid evolu-446

tion of computing technology is again expected to create many new opportunities over447

the next decade. The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG), run by a collaboration448

of institutes, national GRID consortia and CERN with computer centres across Europe449

and around the world, operates very successfully and enables the thousands of scientists450

on the LHC to produce physics results and new discoveries at remarkable speed. It is451

vital that the support for the operations teams and the WLCG centres be maintained452

at a level to ensure the full exploitation of the data produced by the LHC in the coming453

years. The HL-LHC will be the next big challenge. The expected increases in trigger454

rate, pile-up and detector complexity (number of channels) could increase the data rates,455

and the storage and CPU requirements by about a factor of 10 or more. The LHC com-456
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munity is beginning to review and explore new computing models as they make plans457

for the next decade. A broader HEP-wide forum is needed where strategic issues for458

computing for the next decade can be discussed and the common work coordinated.459

Many particle physics experiments have a lifecycle that is beyond the lifecycle of the460

computing technology used and as a consequence data preservation is a large concern.461

The study group for Data Preservation and long-term analysis in High Energy Physics462

(DPHEP) has taken the lead in this important area. The experimental collaborations463

in particle physics are aware of the need of data preservation and for open access to the464

data and are developing clear policies and plans.465

j) A range of important non-accelerator experiments take place at the overlap of466

particle and astroparticle physics, such as searches for proton decay, neutrinoless467

double beta decay and dark matter, and the study of high-energy cosmic-rays.468

These experiments address fundamental questions beyond the Standard Model469

of particle physics. The exchange of information between CERN and ApPEC470

has progressed since 2006. In the coming years, CERN should seek a closer471

collaboration with ApPEC on detector R&D with a view to maintaining the472

communitys capability for unique projects in this field.473

Astroparticle physics deals with the study of particles originating in space. Those par-474

ticles are used to address issues in astrophysics. On the one hand, those particles, and475

the phenomena they are revealing, can also bring information on the intimate struc-476

ture of matter and the fundamental laws that govern their interactions. In this respect,477

these studies fully pertain to the field of particle physics. On the other hand, detection478

of cosmic rays such as high-energy particles or gamma-rays, neutrinos, or gravitational479

waves, are or will be opening up new observing windows in astronomy. This is clearly480

out of the scope of particle physics and of the present Strategy. However, astrophysical481

sightings of violent phenomena from the Big Bang to black holes, and in fact the whole482

universe history, i.e. cosmology, are laboratories to test the structure of the fundamen-483

tal laws of particle physics and gravitation. In addition, non-accelerator particle physics484

experiments, such as searches for dark matter, proton decays and neutrinoless double485

beta decays, and studies of non-accelerator neutrinos, are also labeled as astroparticle486

physics in Europe. There are some physics issues addressed by both astroparticle and487

accelerator experiments: Measurements of the neutrino oscillation parameters and mass488

hierarchy, and the search for sterile neutrinos are a few of the examples.489

For the Strategy update, four research domains have been identified - dark matter,490

proton decay, high-energy cosmic particles (neutrino, gamma-ray, charged particles) and491

neutrino physics - as relevant for particle physics. Astroparticle physics experiments and492

experiments at accelerators have a number of common tools such as detectors and theory493

support, where close collaborations can be formed between particle and astroparticle494

physics communities.495

In Europe the astroparticle physics activities are coordinated by ApPEC (Astroparti-496

cle Physics European Consortium. ApPEC is in charge of the roadmap for Astroparticle497

Physics in Europe. The scientific enlargement of CERN is under discussion. In 2011,498
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the proposal for a joint CERN-ApPEC Work-plan for the period until 2012 has been en-499

dorsed by CERN Council. ApPEC is represented in the CERN Council Strategy Session500

and CERN is represented in ApPEC. Several of the astroparticle physics experiments501

are now recognised experiments of the CERN Laboratory. These collaborations benefit502

from logistics support of CERN. The question can be asked whether this support should503

be enlarged. This can be easily the case for detector R&D and theory.504

k) A variety of research lines at the boundary between particle and nuclear physics505

require dedicated experiments. The CERN Laboratory should maintain its ca-506

pability to perform unique experiments. CERN should continue to work with507

NuPECC on topics of mutual interest.508

Nuclear physics corresponds to the study of matter self-organised by the strong inter-509

action. Nuclear physics covers the study of the structure of atomic nuclei in terms of510

particles and the study of particles and of hot and dense matter and in terms of quarks511

and gluons. It addresses also the question of nuclear dynamics and nuclear decay through512

strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions. Nuclear physics is strongly linked with513

particle physics, both through the elementary interactions and, in particular, the strong514

interaction described by the Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), which are part of the515

Standard Model, and through the experimental techniques, accelerators and detectors.516

Through the heavy-ion programme at the LHC, not only with ALICE but also with517

CMS and ATLAS, CERN is performing experiments which are in many countries con-518

sidered part of nuclear physics. This is also the case for research dealing with the content519

of nucleons in terms of partons (quarks and gluons). Moreover, the CERN Laboratory520

has developed over the years an ensemble of beams and experimental facilities which are521

vital for the field of nuclear physics.522

In Europe, the Nuclear Physics activities are coordinated through NuPECC (Nuclear523

Physics European Coordination Committee). NuPECC is responsible for the forward-524

look of activities and the associated roadmap for Nuclear Physics in Europe.525

Organisational issues526

l) Future major facilities in Europe and elsewhere require collaboration on a527

global scale. CERN should be the framework within which to organise a global528

particle physics accelerator project in Europe, and should also be the leading Eu-529

ropean partner in global particle physics accelerator projects elsewhere. Possible530

additional contributions to such projects from CERNs Member and Associate531

Member States should be coordinated with CERN.532

It is a well-established practice in particle physics that experiments are conducted by a533

collaboration of institutes from all over the world and the cost of detector construction534

and operation is shared by all participants. On the other hand, accelerators used to535

be built and operated by a single national laboratory or CERN. With the increasing536

cost of energy-frontier machines, it has become more and more difficult for a single537
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country or CERN to build such machines with their resources only. HERA and LHC are538

recent examples where outside institutes contributed to the construction of accelerators539

by providing parts, expertise, and manpower. This will become even more important540

for the future energy-frontier machines, where the cost and effort for the construction,541

and possibly the operation, require a collaboration of institutes on a global scale. After542

adopting the first Strategy in 2006, the Council in its March session in 2010 approved a543

set of statements as a framework for the European participation to accelerator projects544

to be constructed globally:545

1. CERN is prepared to join partners in discussions about new governance structures546

for future global accelerator projects.547

2. In particular, CERN is prepared to provide an institutional framework within548

which a “Project Governing Board” could direct a global accelerator project.549

3. As a prototype implementation of such an institutional framework for a global ac-550

celerator project, CERN should explore a governance structure for future upgrades551

of the LHC.552

4. CERN is willing to consider hosting a future global accelerator project, if it is553

deemed to be in the interest of the Organization and the global particle physics554

community.555

5. In the case of a future global accelerator project hosted elsewhere, CERN is willing556

to coordinate broad European participation.557

In view of the global aspect of particle physics addressed previously in this document,558

and, in particular, of the recent development in the ILC, the fifth statement should be559

elaborated further for the case where a future global scale accelerator would be build560

outside of Europe and CERN Member States and Associate States would like to con-561

tribute to its construction. In order to maximise the European impact on the project, it562

is essential that the European contributions are well coordinated and European countries563

speak coherently.564

The European contribution could be through CERN as a special programme partic-565

ipated by some of the Member States or as a part of the base programme depending on566

the decision by the Council. In both cases, the Director- General as the Chief Executive567

Officer of the CERN Organization would have the mandate of the Council to be respon-568

sible for such contributions, in consultation with relevant partners. In addition, national569

laboratories may make a substantial contribution with resources provided by their own570

governments. For some cases, there could be direct contributions by the governments.571

For such cases, the CERN Laboratory could still play a role of a European convener and572

provide logistic support to facilitate in-kind contributions by the national laboratories.573

In this context, setting up a Consortium of European National Laboratories, including574

CERN Laboratory, appears to be a possible model and should be explored.575
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m) A Memorandum of Understanding has been signed by CERN and the Euro-576

pean Commission, and various cooperative activities are under way. Communi-577

cation with the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI)578

has led to agreement on the permanent involvement of CERN in the relevant ES-579

FRI Strategy Working Group. The particle physics community has been actively580

involved in European Union framework programmes. CERN and the particle581

physics community should strengthen their relations with the European Com-582

mission in order to be further integrated in the development of the European583

Research Area and to benefit from future instruments in Horizon 2020 and the584

Structural Funds.585

Besides CERN, with its Council and Committees, there are other European organisa-586

tions active in Particle Physics (ECFA, the European Committee for Future Accelerators;587

EPS-HEPP, the High Energy and Particle Physics Division of the European Physical588

Society; ESGARD, the European Steering Group for Accelerator R&D), in neighbour-589

ing fields (ESO, the European Southern Observatory; ESA, the European Space Agency;590

ApPEC, the Astroparticle Physics European Consortium; NuPECC, the Nuclear Physics591

European Collaboration Committee) and in a broader context (chiefly the European592

Union, with the variety of its Programmes, but also EIROforum, the European Inter-593

governmental Research Organizations forum). There are also additional organisations594

at the global level, both in Particle Physics (the C11 Commission of IUPAP, the In-595

ternational Union of Pure and Applied Physics; ICFA, the International Committee for596

Future Accelerators; FALC, the Funding Agencies for Large Colliders), in neighbouring597

fields (APIF, the Astroparticle Physics International Forum) and in a broader context598

(the Global Science Forum of the OECD, the Organization for Economic Co-operation599

and Development).600

The relations between CERN and the other Particle Physics organisations in Europe601

are all well established, with properly-defined roles understood by the community. The602

relations with organisations in neighbouring fields are still in evolution, and the possi-603

bilities of cooperation, both on general policy issues and on thematic cooperation areas,604

could be exploited further, with improved coordination. The last comment extends to605

the organisations at the global level.606

Important progress has been made in the relations between CERN and the European607

Union. The lasting concern on how to incorporate the strategic projects of European608

Particle Physics into the ESFRI Roadmap has been addressed by the recent agreement609

on the permanent involvement of CERN in the relevant ESFRI Strategy Working Group.610

It would be important to open further communication and consultation channels with611

the European Union, with a more direct involvement of all the organisations representing612

the European Particle Physics community, to better align the strategies and to ensure613

the flexibility required to make the most efficient use of European funds.614

Wider impact of particle physics615

n) Sharing the excitement of scientific discoveries with the public is part of616
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our duty as researchers. Many groups work enthusiastically in public engage-617

ment. They are assisted by a network of communication professionals (EPPCN)618

and an international outreach group (IPPOG). For example, they helped attract619

tremendous public attention and interest around the world at the start of the620

LHC and the discovery of the Higgs boson. Outreach and communication in621

particle physics should receive adequate funding and be recognised as a central622

component of the scientific activity. EPPCN and IPPOG should both report623

regularly to the Council.624

The progress and the discoveries in particle physics, especially at CERN, have attracted625

worldwide attention and increased public awareness for the field of particle physics.626

CERN has moved into the focus of the public and has become a globally-known science627

brand. Due to this very positive evolution professional communication is indispensable628

and public outreach has become a golden opportunity to reach a large number of in-629

terested citizens. Both communication of results and public engagement should be seen630

as a duty of the scientists. The recommendation of the Strategy process in 2006 to631

establish a European Particle Physics Communication Network (EPPCN) has been fol-632

lowed and a network of communication officers from almost all CERN Member States633

has been formed. It is coordinated by CERN and reports to the European Strategy634

Session of Council. EPPCN members are typically communication officers in Research635

Councils and Ministries who know and understand their countrys key stakeholders and636

science commentators. This network has efficiently communicated the progress in par-637

ticle physics, with highlights such as the start of the LHC and the discovery of the new638

Boson in 2012.639

EPPCN works very closely with the International Particle Physics Outreach Group640

(IPPOG), which consists of physicists actively engaged in education and outreach, and641

the InterActions network of communications officers from major labs and agencies around642

the world. These scientists take an active role, by authentically conveying the fascination643

of fundamental research and thereby especially reaching out to young people. A large644

variety of outreach and education efforts are already carried out with great success in645

Europe as well on the national and international level, such as lectures, site tours, science646

shows, and exhibitions. A major success of IPPOG are the international Masterclasses647

”hands on particle physics”, where more than 160 institutes from 33 countries have taken648

part in offering annually over 8000 young students measurements with real data from649

CERN and connecting them, at the end of the day, in an international video conference.650

To continue the success of IPPOG and to develop new projects, a sustainable funding651

scheme for this group is required.652

Communication and public engagement needs to be further strengthened and sup-653

ported. Ph.D. students and young scientists should be encouraged to take part in these654

activities, assisted by a professional training to develop the skills needed to interact with655

the public and the journalists. Finally, involvement in outreach activities should be656

acknowledged and officially recognised during the career progression.657

o) Knowledge and technology developed for particle physics research have made658
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a lasting impact on society. These technologies are also being advanced by oth-659

ers leading to mutual benefits. Knowledge and technology transfer is strongly660

promoted in most countries. The HEPTech network has been created to coordi-661

nate and promote this activity, and to provide benefit to the European industries.662

HEPTech should pursue and amplify its efforts and continue reporting regularly663

to the Council.664

Particle physics addresses basic science issues on the microscopic structure of the Uni-665

verse, which are in general very far from immediate applications. However, to address666

these issues at the frontier of what is experimentally accessible, the particle physics667

community is forced to invent and construct instruments: accelerators, detectors and668

information technology, at the cutting edge of technologies. These technologies invented669

and brought by the Particle Physics community to a high level of technical reediness670

have the potential to generate important spin-offs for other research communities and671

the society in general, as already successfully demonstrated in the past in several domains672

(from the World Wide Web to the development of innovative diagnostic and therapeutic673

medical facilities). This transfer broadens the user base, the R&D and construction ac-674

tors also speed up the development and the maturity of technologies needed for particle675

physics experiments leading to mutual benefit.676

Initiating in a coordinated manner knowledge and technology transfer was one rec-677

ommendation of the first Strategy. This recommendation has been implemented, in678

particular through the creation of a network, called HEPTech. This action needs now to679

be amplified and Working Group 4 of the ESG has produced a report with implemen-680

tation proposals. A regular reporting of HEPTech at the Council sessions is a way to681

closely monitor the efficiency and the amplification of this activity.682

p) Particle physics research requires a wide range of skills and knowledge. Many683

young physicists, engineers and teachers are trained at CERN, in national labora-684

tories and universities. They subsequently transfer their expertise to society and685

industry. Education and training in key technologies are also crucial for the needs686

of the field. CERN, together with national funding agencies, institutes, laborato-687

ries and universities, should continue supporting and further develop coordinated688

programmes for education and training.689

Human capital is the key for the future of the field and for an efficient dissemination of690

knowledge and knowhow to the society. Unfortunately, most countries are now facing691

a difficulty to motivate and train new generations of scientists and engineers. CERN692

and national particle physics institutions, because of their global nature and the level693

of the scientific and technological challenges, have been a strong education and training694

ground and strong attractors toward science and technologies for the new generation.695

They should continue to attract, educate and train young students at local, national and696

international levels, and provide initial working experience for young engineers, who will697

then propagate the knowledge and technology to the outside world. However, room for698

improvement and amplification of these education and training actions exists and this699

key issue deserves to be addressed at the Council level.700
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Concluding recommendations701

q) This is the first update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics. It702

was prepared by the European Strategy Group with the participation of repre-703

sentatives of the Candidate for Accession to Membership, Associate Member704

States, the Observer States and of other organisations. Such periodic updates705

at intervals of about five years are essential. Updates should continue to be706

undertaken according to the principles applied on the present occasion. The or-707

ganisational framework for the Council Sessions dealing with European Strategy708

matters and the mechanism for implementation and follow-up of the Strategy709

should be revisited in the light of the experience gained since 2006.710

Under Article II of its Convention, CERNs mission is to provide for international collabo-711

ration in the domain of fundamental research in particle physics, and to execute this task712

through two activities: The construction and operation of accelerator-based laboratories713

and the organisation and sponsoring of international cooperation in particle physics in714

and outside the laboratories. As an intergovernmental Organization, CERN is governed715

by two bodies: The Council, supreme decision-making body, and the Director-General,716

Chief Executive Officer. In its capacity as supreme decision-making body, the Council717

has the authority and responsibility of deciding on all aspects of CERNs mission, i.e.718

the construction and operation of the laboratories or the organisation and sponsoring of719

international cooperation in the field of particle physics.720

After adopting the Strategy in June 2006, the Council introduced several changes721

to the CERN Organization to cope with the role as coordinator of European particle722

physics. A special procedural framework in which Strategy matters were to be addressed,723

i.e. the “European Strategy Session of Council”, was introduced. This Session, organised724

separately from regular Council sessions, has a well-defined remit, a separate agenda,725

additional ex-officio attendees compared to the ordinary Council session. It is chaired by726

the President of the Council with the Scientific Secretary, who is elected by the Council,727

acting as the secretary. The remit of the European Strategy Session is to update the728

Strategy and follow up its implementation by729

• enhancing the networking and coordination between all the actors in European730

particle physics by providing a forum for dialogue and interaction between the731

representatives of the Member States,732

• making recommendations to the Member States with a view to harmonising the733

national and supra-national programmes in the context of the implementation of734

the Strategy, and735

• providing, in accordance with Statement 12 of the Strategy, the framework for736

Europe to engage with the other regions of the world with a view to optimising737

particle physics output through the best shared use of resources, while at the same738

time maintaining European capabilities.739
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It is also foreseen that infrastructure projects with a global or European dimension are740

submitted for consideration by the Council at its European Strategy Session and that741

the Council will recognise an infrastructure project as being relevant to the Strategy fol-742

lowing a proposal by the Scientific Secretary. A special secretariat (Scientific Secretariat743

chaired by the Scientific Secretary) was set up to assist the Council for implementation.744

After gaining experience in defining and implementing the Strategy, the current745

organisational structure of and procedures governing the “European Strategy Session of746

the Council”, as laid down above, should now be revisited. The remit of the European747

Strategy Session requires that all Strategy matters be dealt by this specific Session and748

under its specific procedural requirements. On the other hand, past experience shows749

that there is often a few Strategy items which require urgent discussion and decision by750

the Council through-out the year. Since holding a separate Strategy Session required751

additional large administrative effort, such items were treated during the regular session752

of the Council on several occasions, which was in principle against the applicable rule.753

As it has become clear that the coordination of European particle physics should be one754

of the core missions of CERN, the Council may consider making the Strategy matters755

formally included in the base activities of the CERN Organization. Issues related to the756

Strategy would then become agenda items of the regular session of the Council where757

the Director-General acts as the Secretary, however with a different list of attendants. In758

a similar way, implementation of the Strategy could also be seen as one of the Council759

decisions executed by the Director-General. To this end, the Scientific Secretary and760

Scientific Secretariat may not be needed, since the Strategy implementation would be761

reported to the Council by the Director-General and the Scientific Policy Committee762

would be the advisory body to the Council also for the Strategy matter.763

On the other hand, the Strategy covers all the particle physics activities in Europe,764

including those taking place in the national laboratories. For the definition phase of765

the Strategy, a body specially appointed by the Council and independent from the766

executive branch of the CERN Organization, is therefore essential. The preparation767

of a draft for the periodic update of the Strategy should continue to be undertaken in768

accordance with the principles and procedures laid down in documents CERN/2732/Rev.769

and CERN/2779. For each Strategy update exercise, the Council should appoint a770

dedicated Chair of the ESG who will be in charge of producing the draft. The ESG771

should be assisted by a Preparatory Group consisting of worldwide-leading scientists772

with a responsibility to gather the community view on the Strategy. The composition of773

the ESG should be carefully examined to keep a balance between the efficient running774

of the group and the appropriate representation of relevant communities.775
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